
 

50 Word Bio – Gene Andrade 

Gene Andrade is a lifelong seeker of truth and wisdom who resides in Carmel, CA. He is the author of the 
following two acclaimed guidebooks for spiritual growth: Star Wisdom—Principles of Pleiadian 

Spiritualty and Earth Wisdom—One Man's Spiritual Journey.  

 

 

100 Word Bio – Gene Andrade 

Gene Andrade is a lifelong seeker of truth and wisdom. For many years he studied with a famous spiritual 

teacher who glorified yoga and meditation. When he realized that he was out of touch with his feelings, 

he then studied with a teacher who glorified emotions. Feeling bored after a few years, he then studied 
with a teacher who glorified the mind. Awakening to the reality that all are equal and that nobody should 

be followed, he finally went his own way. Now he follows his own heart and looks within for the light to 

guide him on his path. It's his hope that you find the insights in his books, Star Wisdom and Earth 

Wisdom, to be helpful to your own journey. 

 

 

200 Word Bio – Gene Andrade 

Gene Andrade is a lifelong seeker of truth and wisdom. For many years he studied with a famous spiritual 

teacher who glorified yoga and meditation. When he realized that he was out of touch with his feelings, 
he then studied with a teacher who glorified emotions. Feeling bored after a few years, he then studied 

with a teacher who glorified the mind. Awakening to the reality that all are equal and that nobody should 

be followed, he finally went his own way. Now he follows his own heart and looks within for the light to 
guide him on his path.  

Gene Andrade’s two books, Star Wisdom and Earth Wisdom, are the distillation of what he has found to 

be helpful and true.  After 50 years of searching and seeking for spiritual understanding, he can testify 
that the Truth is simple and obvious.  It is just our minds that cloud our vision and seem to obscure our 

own innate wisdom.  It is his experience that spiritual practices are necessary for illumination and 

personal growth.  Earth Wisdom is his attempt to share what he has found helpful in his own life.  Star 

Wisdom presents an overview of how life can be harmonious, balanced, and conducive to maximum 
spiritual evolution.  It is his hope that you find the insights in his books to be helpful in your own journey.   


